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QUOTES OF THE ISSUE: Mark Twain
“If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosperous he will not bite
you. This is the principal difference between dog and man,”
“The dog is a gentleman. I hope to go to his heaven, not man’s.”
“It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, it is the size of the fight in the dog.
How much fight do you have?”

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
This issue has been a long time coming, in that,
life impeded my path, AGAIN.
I was busy editing a new book by Pat Hardin,
the sequel to The Black Horseman Volume I.
It is The Black Horseman—Volume II—Catty
Cornered.
For those who have read the first volume, this is
a long awaited sequel.
My Dad has had some health issues, as has my
husband. All of this and more took up my time.
Due to the economy, I have had to close my
small business. I just couldn’t stay afloat in such
adverse conditions.
I have dedicated this issue to my loving , little
man, Raleigh. I lost him in April of 2020 and life
has little luster in his absence. My good friend,
Johnny Hogsed, painted a portrait of him that
makes me cry, when I look at it too long. He has
captured the essence of my pet, as he plays and
peeps through the clouds of heaven at me.
I need to give a shout out to Jamal Hankins, one
of my favorite authors, who has many stories in
past issues of this publication. He had
experienced some health issues and I pray he
will be back to his creative list of talents. Please
remember him and his family in your prayers. I
hope he will have the next installment of
Interration Zero for the next issue.
This is the final issue of 2021. May 2022 be a
better year for all.

Thanks to all of the contributors in this
issue.
It is a privilege to read all of the submissions that I receive for this literary
labor of love.
Please feel free to submit anytime to bohemianlitmag@gmail.com.
Visit our web site at
bohemianrenaissance,com

Quantum Meruit
BY T.R. HEALY
“Passengers, may I have your attention,” the flustered bus driver requested, the microphone in his right hand almost
touching his lips. “I have just been informed that a collision involving multiple cars has occurred on Cedar Boulevard
so I need to take an alternate route on Siskiyou Street. I apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you.”
Abruptly he clicked off the microphone and signaled to make a right turn.
“Damn it,” Rankin grumbled, looking at his wrist watch.
He had an appointment with his probation officer at elven-thirty and he was concerned he might be late. Melber,
the officer, did not accept excuses for not being on time. He knew that all too well because he had a couple of
legitimate reasons for being late in the past and the prick wouldn’t listen to them. Instead, he berated him for not
having the foresight to leave earlier in case there was some kind of interruption. Already he could hear his whining
little voice and see him tapping a finger on the clock on his desk.
The bus rumbled past another bus, and the drivers exchanged beeps on their horns, then crossed through a busy
intersection.
“We’re getting farther and farther away from where we should be,” a passenger behind Rankin complained to
another passenger.
Her companion agreed. “We’re going to have to do some walking today.”
“Too damn much, I’m afraid.”

Rankin, staring out his window, started to recognize some of the businesses the bus passed. He was surprised
because it had been quite a while since he had been on Siskiyou Street. He had grown up on Birch Lane, which was
just a few blocks east of Siskiyou, and had not been back since his father was forced to sell their house in order to pay
the back taxes the government claimed he owed.
The day of the sale was the worst day in his father’s life, and his as well, and just the thought of it made him cringe
in anger and shame. His family never had their own house again, just a series of dreary two-bedroom apartments in
one rotten neighborhood after another. Often his father promised they would get a place of their own someday but it
was one of numerous promises he was unable to keep. And soon after he turned fifty he passed away, a shell of the
person Rankin had known when they lived on Birch Lane.
Abruptly, the articulated bus stopped in front of a rain-streaked kiosk and the doors hissed open but not one
passenger got off as if not sure where they were anymore. The doors remained open for almost three minutes then
closed and the bus lumbered on to the next improvised stop.
“You think the driver knows where he’s going?” the passenger behind him wondered.
Her companion sighed. “He said he did.”
“People say a lot of things.”
“That they do.”
*
Rankin also made many promises he couldn’t fulfill and one glaring one was that he wouldn’t become the
disappointment his father became. Throughout high school, he had not got into any serious trouble and received
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better than average grades but when he entered a
while you’re driving a car, you deserve to be arrested
community college upstate he got involved with a rowdy and punished. Isn’t that so?”
crowd and started using drugs. At first, it was just
“It is.”
marijuana but, soon enough, he began snorting cocaine.
He developed such a craving for the powder that he was
“You’re damn right it is.”
only able to afford it by becoming a delivery man for a
teaching assistant in the chemistry department who was
*
a pretty significant dealer on campus.
Two more blocks and the bus would be at Birch
Surprisingly, he was never arrested for peddling
Lane, the street where Rankin lived as a boy. Suddenly
drugs but, twice, he had his driver’s license suspended
he grew tense, felt a small knot start to tighten inside his
for driving under the influence of alcohol. The second
stomach. He had no intention of looking down that
time he also had to serve seven months in prison, and
street as the bus sputtered through the intersection but he
upon his release was put on probation for two years.
couldn’t help but steal a quick glance. All he could see
During that time, he was required to perform six months was the slim white flagpole he and his father erected
of community service, which usually involved picking
soon after he joined the Cub Scouts. He was surprised it
up trash along some busy thoroughfare, and to meet
was still there, figured someone might have taken it
every other week with a probation officer for a period of down by now because it was considered too patriotic.
one year.
For an instant, he was tempted to pull the cord above his
head and get off at the next stop so he could walk over to
Through his probation officer, he got a job as a
greeter at a large hardware supply store on the east side the house to get a closer look. But he couldn’t be any
of town. It was pretty boring work but it kept him out of later than he already was for his appointment with his
probation officer so he decided to pay a visit some other
the drug business. He didn’t know for how long,
though, because he was occasionally tempted to return to time.

it because of the considerably more money he could
*
earn. Melber didn’t know anything about his work as a
delivery man but he suspected at one time he hung
The following weekend, he did ride the bus to his old
around some pretty questionable people so, almost every house because he was curious if anything he
time they met, he warned him to keep his distance from remembered other than the flagpole was still there. His
such people.
father was clever with his hands and one afternoon he
fashioned a swing out of an orange crate, attached ropes
“I’m not a lawyer,” Melber said to him during their
to it, and hung it on a limb of the birch tree in the
first meeting, “but there’s a concept in contract law that backyard. Smiling, he remembered how high his father
always made a lot of sense to me: quantum meruit.
used to push him on the swing, sometimes threatening to
Ever hear of it?”
push him right over the top of the tree. He suspected it
was probably gone, rotted away by all the rain that fell
He shook his head.
in this part of the state. He even wondered if the birch
“When I ask you a question, Rankin, I expect you to tree was still there.
open your mouth and answer me.”
Posted above the doorbell was a small bronze plaque
that
said “NO SOLICITORS.” Ignoring it, he pressed
“No, sir, I haven’t heard of it.”
the bell twice, did not hear any footsteps, so he pressed it
Melber rested his chin on the knuckles of his right
twice more then heard some steps. He took a deep
hand. “When a person does work for someone, even if breath, not entirely sure what he was going to say.
he is dismissed before the work is completed, he is
A man old enough to be his father answered the door
entitled to be compensated for what work he did. In
with
a slight frown that suggested he didn't appreciate
other words, he gets what he deserves, and I believe this
being disturbed this afternoon. Draped over his left
notion applies to each of us. We get what we deserve.
shoulder was a checkered towel and tied around his
Nothing more, nothing less. Does that make sense to
ample waist a checkered apron that led Rankin to believe
you?”
the man had been doing something in the kitchen.
“It does.”
“Yes?” the man inquired coldly, glancing at the sign
“You’re damn right it does,” he snapped. “You drink above the doorbell.
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Noticing that, Rankin said quickly, “I am not here to
solicit anything from you, sir.”

He thought a moment until a thin smile seeped across
his chapped lips. “My mother loved charades so on
Saturday nights she would often invite neighbors over to
the house and they would play late into the night.
Sometimes she would let me play but I always had a hard
time whatever subject I was given to enact.”

“So what is it you want?”
Again he took a deep breath. “This is where I lived
when I was growing up.”

“I'm not much good at charades, either.”

At once, the frown on the man's face dissolved. “Is
that so?”

“God, my mother loved to play,” he said again. “And
she was without question the best player of anyone in the
neighborhood. She could have been on the stage. She
could act out absolutely anything in pantomime.”

He nodded. “So, if it's not too much of an
inconvenience, I was wondering if I might have a look
around the place for a few minutes?”

He paused, remembering her rush around the room as
“Why, certainly,” the man said, stepping back from the she performed one unusual subject after another.
door so Rankin could enter the house.
“Did you and your family live here long?” Arledge
“Thank you.”
asked, startling Rankin from his memory.
“By the way, I am Steve Arledge,” he said, extending
“Until I finished high school.”
his powdery right hand.
“What made you leave, if I may ask?”
“Tyler Rankin.”
Not wanting to reveal his father was compelled to sell
“Nice to make your acquaintance, Tyler.”
the house, he said, “The lumber company my father
worked for transferred him to an office out of town.”
“Likewise.”
“So I take it you and your folks no longer live in this
He only had to take a few steps into the house to feel as
area?”
if he had never left. The entrance was as narrow and
cluttered as ever but, instead of garden tools and his ten“That's right,” he lied again, embarrassed to tell him he
speed Schwinn, it was lined with empty jars and bowls
lived in a halfway house on the other side of the river.
and numerous cans of paint. An easel was propped
against the broom closet with an unfinished portrait of a
Arledge nodded. “Would you like to go out to the
woman kneeling beside a log on the beach.
backyard?”
“My wife paints,” Arledge remarked as he strode past
the easel into the living room.

“I would but I wonder if I might first have a look at my
bedroom?”

Rankin was taken back a little when he entered the
“And that was where?”
room which seemed smaller than he remembered perhaps
because of all the furniture inside it which included a
“Upstairs.”
leather sofa nearly the length of one of the walls. The
“The small room at the end of the hallway?”
shaggy rose-colored carpet that covered much of the floor
was gone, leaving the wood completely exposed. It
“Yes.”
gleamed with polish and was so smooth he moved
tentatively across it so he didn't slip and fall to his knees.
His frown suddenly returned. “I'm afraid not. That's
The mantel above the stone fireplace once held some of
where my wife keeps her cats and they don't much like to
the miniature teacups his mother collected. Now it was
be disturbed by anyone but her.”
bare except for a small branched candlestick.
“Oh,” he said, disappointed.
“I bet this room must bring back a lot of memories,”
Arledge said, after directing his visitor to sit down on the
“It's probably best you remember how the room was
sofa.
when you slept there because it's not a pretty sight. All
the walls have been scratched up by those damn cats and
“It does.”
everything in there reeks of urine.”
“Would you care to share any?”

He paused, grinding his teeth.
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“If it were up to me, I'd get rid of them but, if I ever
tried, my wife would get rid of me.”

empty plates in front of them. He was too far away to
hear what they were saying but they appeared quite
absorbed in the subject of their conversation. Mrs.
Arledge did most of the talking, scissoring her fingers
back and forth across her small oval face, while her
husband listened intently to every word. For an instant,
Rankin worried they might in fact be arguing and that
any moment Mr. Arledge would start to fight back but
then they smiled at one another and touched hands.

Rankin smiled. “That mustn't happen.”
“I know things are not always as good as we
remember them being but, believe me, in your case the
memories have to be better.”
*

Quietly he sighed in relief.

“You must be Tyler Rankin?” a person he had never
seen before said when he entered the office of his
probation officer.

The couple continued to talk for several more
minutes then suddenly got up and Rankin assumed they
would start to clear the table but, instead, they embraced
and slowly shuffled past the refrigerator in an awkward
little two-step. Around and around the kitchen they
went, staring into one another's eyes as if they had just
met.

“I am.”

“My name is Evan Bayless. I will be your probation
officer from now on.”
A vein in his forehead pulsed. “What happened to
Officer Melber?”

Rankin, smiling, watched them dance until they left
the kitchen with the dirty dishes still on the table. And
as he crawled along the hedge he could not help but
wish his parents could have been like that when they
lived in the house.

Bayless was silent for a moment, twisting a paper
clip back and forth until it snapped in half. “He's no
longer with the agency.”
“He's not old enough to retire, is he?”

That was what he deserved, he thought, nicking an
arm again.

“He's been put on suspension.”
“For what?”
“I'm afraid I can't divulge the reason as long as an
investigation is still going on.”
Rankin, leaning back in his chair, struggled to keep
from smiling as he wondered if Melber still believed
people generally got what they deserved.
*
On his hands and knees Rankin crawled behind the
tangled hedge in the backyard of his old house. A
couple of times the knotty branches nicked his arms but
he didn't make a sound because he didn't want Arledge
to know he was back here. There was a narrow clearing
between the hedge and the stockade fence of the house
behind his old place and often as a youngster, when his
parents started to quarrel, he would retreat to this spot.
It was his hiding place, a kind of sanctuary where he
would wait for either his mother or his father to storm
out of the house. It would be quiet then and he would
sneak back into his bedroom where his parents assumed
he was all the time.
Through the kitchen window he watched Arledge and
his wife drink wine at the dinner table with their nearly
7

TIME II
By Candace Hardin Littlejohn
When last you read, Kasey had successfully arrived in 1976, however, the energy transfer
did not go unnoticed.
I collected up my sweater and books as Mother yelled for me. The most tedious thing about returning to my
younger years was school. I had always hated it. Of course, now I could care less about fitting in or making
friends. My teachers were taken aback as well. I already knew the answers, so my grades went through the roof.
It was just a lot of my time taken up in juvenile wanderings through the day.

We went out the door to the 1970 Corona that we used to drive to our schools.
Yes, our schools, Mom was once again a student, even though she had a degree from the college in North Carolina. Now she was enrolled in a trade school. It was okay, her school had dances and events to which she invited
me to accompany her. I was still having fun and it was alright with me. Even when I was fourteen the first time,
I considered myself an adult and preferred the company of same.
As we got onto the expressway, I noticed a back sedan parked at the dump by our exit. I didn’t pay too much
attention to it as I turned up the radio to hear my favorite song.
The sedan also got onto the expressway. I noticed it a couple of times as we drove. Perhaps, the car was going to
the same area we were. I didn’t waste another thought on it, as Mom and I discussed the next dance we planned
to attend.
Mom dropped me off at the front door of the school. I grimaced and went in to begin my day. At least, I didn’t
really have to pay attention.
Later, as I dressed out for gym and walked to the girl’s field, someone grabbed my arm and pulled me into a
stand of cane that grew nearby. We always called it the Jungle and enjoyed it when the gym teacher let us play
around there. However, the man who had my arm was not a teacher or a classmate. He was dressed in a black
suit and started dragging me toward the same black sedan I had seen in the morning. I opened my mouth to
scream. He covered my mouth with his hand and another man dressed in black stepped up and flashed his ID.
“FBI, what the hell is going on here?” I asked.
“We need to ask you a few questions about Professor Brelinsky. Get in the car, there is someone who wants to
talk with you.”
“I am not going anywhere with you, even if you are FBI. I will be missed at gym class, and they will come looking for me.”
“Don’t worry, we have cleared it with your headmaster. He had no problem with us taking you for an hour or
so.”
Figures, Headmaster Laleybrook had never been a fan of mine. He and my Dad were at odds about donations to
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the school. Being that it was a nonprofit private school,
they only liked the students whose parents donated big
sums. My Dad could have done the same, but he was
wrong headed in most things, especially when it came
to money.
“I just bet he was.”

We are very interested in the work of Professor Brelinsky. What can you tell us about him?”
“I don’t know much about him.”
“We think you do. Tell us anything you can remember.”

Being that I was being firmly held by both arms and
there was no one around to help me, I got in the black
sedan where I was blindfolded. After a few minutes of
riding, the car stopped. We couldn’t had gone far. I
was taken out of the car and hustled inside a building.

I was unsure as to what I should say. I knew things, but
the future had shown me and the world that the FBI
could not be trusted.

I sat down into a chair and my blindfold removed.

“Why?”

“Hello, young lady, I’m Jack Carleon.”

“That is what I wondered. He seemed to know what I
was thinking.”

“But you’re the President.”
He laughed, “That’s right. I suppose it might be a surprise.”
My first thought was that somehow his office had
found out about what I had done to his picture on the
cover of Current News.

“All I know is that he singled me out as I was sitting in
the park.”

“Yes! Tell us more about that.”
“I really don’t know how he heard me. I was speaking
under my breath about things. It was my birthday. I
had some regrets about the past.”
“About the past, why was he interested in this?”

“Look, I’m sorry, I was just playing around.”

“How should I know?”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about, but I want to
assure you that no one is going to hurt you. We just
have a few questions for you.”

“What happened after that?”

“About what?”

“He held out his hand. He had a golden bell on his
palm.”

The man looked at me expectantly. I took a deep breath
“I will leave you to these gentlemen. They are in a bet- and told him everything, waking up in the field under
ter position to find out what we need to know. It was
the big henge-like structure, the houses and the data
very nice to meet you, my dear.”
punch cards.
With that, he walked out of the room, followed by his
Secret Service retainers.

“You’re telling me that he had a way to send you back
in time?”

I felt uneasy as one of the black suited men who had
abducted me, turned a chair around and sat down in
front of me.

“So, it seemed.”

“Like the President said, we are not going to hurt you.

He got up and went to his colleague. They whispered a
few minutes and the other one came to take over.
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“You are from the future?”

“I guess you could put it that way. I wanted to return to
this period and time. Life had not turned out as I expected. I wanted another chance to try and change
things.”
“Can you tell us anything about the future?”

I did know of one headmaster whose karma would be a
bitch, one way or the other. I would ruin his day. The
first chance, I would make sure the deal with these guys
would be punished.
It was almost 4:00 o’clock and I dressed and got ready
to go home. It was Friday and I knew we would be going to the Starlite Cantina Disco. This was the life I had
missed so desperately.

“Well, Ronald Reagan is going to be President in the
next election. His vice president will be elected once
It was true what they said about the second time around.
after him. The Russians will invade Afghanistan but
It was better.
will be repelled by the natives with our financial assistance. However, the results will not put us in the good
graces in the Middle East. There will be a war in 1990 MORE TO COME IN THE NEXT ISSUE!
with Iraq invading Kuwait. All of this will bring about a
rise of a rebel terrorist group called Al-Quada and in
2001 they will attack the World Trade Centers in New
York with commercial aircrafts, bringing them to the
ground with a tremendous loss of life.”
Their faces were straight for a moment, then they started to laugh uproariously. I realize it was a lot to take in,
but I had seen it come to pass. I was glad I had left out
how one of our government NSA employees had told
the American People about how they were being spied
on and had to ask for refugee status in Russia. I had
seen him betrayed by the president and branded a traitor
for the exposing the truth, I had experienced it, but still
had trouble wrapping my head around any US citizen
taking refuge in Russia..
“Okay, our time is up. We have most of the information
we needed. We will take you back to your school.”
They were still laughing as they put my blindfold back
on. I guess they thought I was a kook.
They drove me the short drive back to campus and let
me out.
“I have to warn you not to tell anyone of this encounter.
We may have more questions later.”
“Fine, have a nice day.”
In my mind, I hoped that they would not have a nice
day, the President either.
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BEAU

We’re early bedders at our house,
I guess I’m the first to retire,

BY JIMMY STEWART

And I would leave the room,

He never came to see me when I would call-

He’d look at me from his place by the fire.

Unless I had a tennis ball. But mostly he didn’t
come at all.

He knew where the tennis balls were, upstairs.
I’d give him one for a while.

When he was young, he never learned to heel, sit
or stay.

He’d push it under the bed with his nose,

He did things his own way.

I’d push it out with a smile.

Discipline was not his bag

Before very long, he’d tire of the ball

But when you were with him, things sure didn’t
drag.

And he would sleep in his corner in no time at all.

He’d dig up a rosebush to spite me

And there were nights when I’d feel him climb
upon our bed.

And when I’d grab him, he’d bite me.

And lie between us and I’d pat his head.

He bit lots of folks from day to day.

There were nights when I’d feel his stare,

The delivery boy was his favorite prey.

And I’d wake up and he’d be sitting there.

The gas man wouldn’t read our meter.

I’d reach out to stroke his hair, and sometimes
I’d feel him sigh.

He said we owned a real man-eater.

I think I know the reason why.

He set the house on fire, but the story is long to
tell.

He’d wake up at night and he would have this
fear

Suffice to say, he survived, and the house survived as well

Of dark, of life, of lots of things
And he’d be glad to have me near.

On evening walks and Gloria took him, he was
always first out the door.

And now he’s dead, and there are nights when I
think

The old one and I brought up the rear because
our bones were sore.

I feel him climb upon our bed, and be between us
He’d charge up the street with Mom hanging on- and I’d pat his head.
And there are nights when I think I feel that
What a beautiful pair they were!
stare
And if it was light and the tourists were still out,
And I reach out my hand to stroke his hair
They created a bit of a stir.
And he’s not there.
But every once in a while, he’d stop in his tracks
Oh, how I wish it wasn’t soWith a from on his face and look around.
I’ll always love a dog named Beau.
It was just to make sure the old one was there
To follow him where he was bound.
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War Dog by David Litwack
1918.
Mooresville, a pleasant community, home to the Weston family, Mom, Dad, Billy, Joey and big part of
the group, patient, playful Discus.
Discus was their mid-sized mutt—a cross between a Springer Spaniel and Poodle. Mostly brown with dabs
of white. He was Billy’s best friend. They romped together, playing with various balls and, especially, a
disk (which gave him his name), and hunting.
Though Billy often intentionally missed his prey when he fired his BB gun. He didn’t really like to kill
these living things. Even though Dad often reminds him that such killing is manly. A part of growing up.
Discus liked to grab Billy’s “kills,” mostly paper balls and fabricated disks, and bring them back to Billy.
“Good boy! Good boy!” Billy told Discus. But Discus’ opportunities to capture live prey were rare. And
when they came, he was usually gentle with that prey. Billy was gentle as well, he quickly sent the pigeon
or cardinal or singing tweeter onward.
More often, Billy threw Discus a disk. That is, a saucer or pie pan or any disk-shaped object. Discus would
catch it on the run and carry back to his best friend, with ease and aplomb. He could do this for hours at a
time. He would go higher and ever higher. Neighbors and family took notice, and little Joey helped too by
running down wayward disks.
As an honor to his breed, Discus would practice snatching a flying chicken mid-air. He ran them down with
ease. Just when they thought they might have escaped his iron jaws, their necks were snapped, ready for the
cooking pot.
Billy could not help but laugh at this tour de force, weird anomaly. Still, this was Discus’ rare gift; and the
only skill which some might find cruel in him. A specimen without any other sign of cruelty. He did just as
well when tossed a disk. Or saucer. Or ring. And loved it. You could almost see him smiling.
“Ah, Discus, my true best friend!” Billy would shout. “My Discus!” Forever smiling and laughing when
they were together.
Billy turned eighteen the next week. Sure as he would turn eighteen, he knew he would receive his draft notice, to report to the United States Army for a physical examination. He would most likely go for immediate
induction, a free trip to Europe. Hopefully, a round trip.
Mom was not in favor. “You can’t just take my boy away like that!” she shouted at the notice.

“Maybe he wants to go,” Dad suggested. “Maybe he sees it as his duty. He should! We’re at war!”
Billy went. He hugged Discus with a long goodbye. “Be good, Disc. Take care of everyone. I’ll be back
soon.” Discus didn’t look convinced.
Billy reported for duty at the recruiting station and was driven by bus with others, including his boyhood
friend Josh, to the camp where their training would begin., miles away from home.
Still, Discus found the way, and met them all at the camp. Even arriving at the same time the bus did, panting only slightly.
“Hey, where did this mutt come from?” Eric yelled out.
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Billy stepped forward and caught Discus as he jumped
toward his arms. He was able to stow him under his
bunk. The others all colluded with this ruse by maintaining complete secrecy.
“Where the hell did this poop come from?” the Sergeant yelled at reveille that first morning.
No replies.
“Somebody who couldn’t make it to the outhouse?”
“I couldn’t, sir.”
“You, Billy Weston. Well that’s a couple of merit
points lost!” He then dragged Billy outside and shoved
Billy’s nose in it.

coms forced to scrunch down in the trenches, which
also served as a winding pathway through the maze.
Orders were to keep heads down, to kneel or sit, to
avoid becoming a German sniper’s kill. Until the whistle blew. Then it was over the top and running into a
line of murderous machinegun fire.
Which the whistle did on the third day. Billy was over
the top yelling at Discus “Stay there!” Which he did.
For all of a second.
Then he chased after his friend Billy who, stooped
over, was back in the trench now carrying a message
down the line. The message from a fallen comrade to
the company lieutenant.

An enemy sniper caught sight of Billy’s helmet and
Then he growled, “This time you get to police the area started firing at it. The helmet flipped off Billy’s head
with your bare hands! Next time you’ll get to pick it up and Discus caught it mid-air—as he would any plate or
with your mouth.” Discus began to growl and so Billy saucer.
shouted “Yes, sir! I will sir! Yes, sir,” a dozen times.
For his next trick, Discus caught a German emissary, a
To cover the sound of Discus’ growl. Until the Sergeant messenger pigeon, mid-air and, thus, a German mesfinally barked, “Just police the grounds!” and left for
sage. “Back to that trench,” the sergeant shouted at the
other tasks.
two of them over the firing.
Billy had some words, words about growling, with Discus. And, of course, Billy vowed to clean up after Discus whenever he could not get the pooch to the outhouse. But this was always done out of the Sergeant’s
sight.
They gave Billy minimal training, a tin hat and a gun.
Then, sailed him off to the war.

Discus followed Billy, the pigeon still in his teeth, the
helmet left aside. Billy explained something to Discus
and suggested he drop the pigeon.
So, the two of them arrived at the message’s unassigned
destination. Billy stepped into the cave dugout under
the trenches. “Nice place,” Billy said as he surveyed the
accommodations. He noticed the comfortable bunks
and even racks to hang the rucksacks and their weapons.

With collusion of his fellow recruits, Billy somehow
smuggled Discus aboard the troop ship. They even
managed a Discus game or two, on their otherwise ago- The Lieutenant ignored Billy’s seeming arrogance and
nizingly boring week – long trip. Some plates and sau- responded anyway.
cers shattered in the process, which were sailed into the
sea. (Discus knew better than to sail after them.)
“We’re not so ambitious. This was left by the
Bosch when we chased them out. And private, where’s
your helmet?”
They first reached the shores of France where they re“Shot off by a German sniper, I’m afraid. Disceived the derisive appellation, “doughboys,” from the cus caught it for me but then caught that messenger bird
grizzled British soldiers back from the front lines.
with the attached message.”
Which would make Discus a “dough dog” if he cared
about such things. He cared only for Billy. And
“Ah. You’re tall for this duty. I guess you’ll
watched him carefully, even before the firing started.
have to bend further than most.” Said with the hint of a
smile. “And who’s this?” the Lieutenant asked.
They marched for two days. Horses were available but
not enough for all the troops. Billy marched, preferring
“This is Discus, our mascot and stealer of Gerthat mode whereby he could keep Discus close. No one man messages,” Billy replied, very quick at creating a
bothered Discus.
job for his friend. A job that he hoped would not turn
out to be too dangerous.
They were too soon at the front lines. In the trenches,
officers stretched out in bunk-furnished caves. Non13

“I can see that. And he seems to have a nice
temperament too.”

“But not always mindful of his training, sir.”
Then he turned to Discus and appeared to mildly reprimand him.
“Dammit, Discus. I ordered you to stay in our
trench!”
Then turning back to the Lieutenant, he said “He’s our
messenger dog, sir. Undergoing training.” Billy was
unusually quick on his feet. And this fabrication might
portend a future for Discus.
The Lieutenant seemed to take to Discus—and Discus
to the Lieutenant— and the Lieutenant had a brief conversation with him. Discus gave him the kind of lick he
mostly reserved for Billy. The Lieutenant then invited
Billy to have a seat on a bunk in the cave while he composed a message to the brigadier.

Indeed, Captain Owens was assumed to be sleeping off
his latest nightly “round.”

Billy took the message from Lieutenant Cory, saluted,
and left the cave-dormitory. He turned left, back from
where they had come, and began running, in his
stooped fashion.
Discus grabbed his pant leg, nearly toppled him, and
yanked him mightily. As if to shout “In the other direction!” Billy realized his error, turned, and passed the
same Lieutenant whose message he was carrying. On
toward Lieutenant McHenry’s quarters. The new found
friend—whose name Discus probably thought was
“Sir”—smiled broadly at the wily nature of Discus (and
perhaps at Billy’s befuddlement as well.)

Meanwhile, the German sniper had locked on the place
Billy had just left and fired away. Billy and Discus ran
fast enough to avoid the wild ricochets.

Billy stumbled when a shot grazed his neck and ended
up crawling down the mud-trampled byway, the mes“You too can sit,” he added, addressing Discus. sage in his mouth and Discus by his side.
Discus sat.
At one point, a private tripped Billy, then kicked mud in
In his own composition, the Lieutenant described how Discus’ face and had a good laugh. Discus took after
the messages had been recovered, one by this “stray”
that private, teeth fully bared. Until he received a blow
dog which seemed to have an attachment to a certain
from the private’s foot and tumbled over while screamprivate; and he suggested a quick translation of the
ing miserably.
message, probably in code, since it might contain hints
about German strategy.
By then, Billy was back on his feet. He hugged Discus.
“He’s a handsome one. What kind of a name is
Discus?”

“Don’t let this ignoramus bother you,” Billy
yelled to Discus. But the two privates started to shove
and sock while Discus went at his tormentor full force.
“It’s the name I’ve given him after a discus,
That’s when the whistle sounded and the other private
sir—a saucer wrapped in a towel. That we throw and he was obligated to go over the top.
retrieves. He loves to.”
It must have been in no more than ten seconds flat that
“I see he goes for pigeons too and maybe even Discus’s tormentor was back in the trench, bloodied
helmets!” the Lieutenant said with a broad smile.
and eyes staring without seeing. Discus went in for the
attack. Billy grabbed him around the neck saying, in a
Discus took the hint and went back to retrieve Billy’s
calming voice,
helmet. Clenched between his teeth and showing the
bullet hole at the top. The hat had truly been blown off
“No use now, Disc. He’s gone. Dead,” and vomby a German sniper.
ited what little he’d eaten. Discus slurped up Billy’s
vomit, and received a finger across his nose for his enDiscus wanted to warn Billy that he was not stooping
enough. He even barked once, but, with the sniper fire, thusiasm for Billy’s regurgitation.
Billy didn’t hear him. This time Billy took the helmet
When they arrived at Lieutenant McHenry’s cave, they
from Discus’s mouth.
found it temporarily unoccupied. The occupants had
gone over the top and may have gained some yardage.
“Thank you, boy!”
A table set out down the way, where there was an officer studying something, was likely the brigadier’s
Discus barked his reply.
quarters. Billy decided to take the message directly to
“Run this back then,” the lieutenant command- the captain in order to have it translated quickly. Just
ed. “For none but Lieutenant McHenry. And/or the cap- one more strip of land.
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tain, if he’s awake.”

“C’mon Disc!”
With a break in the middle. Fallen fence-work where
the dough-boys could go over—until a German sniper
set that opening as his mark. Open hole that Billy
couldn’t stoop behind. Discus watched him fall. But
Billy’d done that before. Playing dead. Discus thought
for a moment. Then licked the blood oozing from the
hole in Billy’s forehead.
Discus thought again for a moment as he danced
around Billy’s head. And around the rifle, still in
Billy’s hand, his rifle never fired. He let out two soblike cries. Then Discus jerked the letter from Billy’s
hand and carried it to the nearby figure now seated at
the small table.
“Hey, what’s this?” the man said as he
examined the note.
He didn’t say anything about Billy. Or maybe he said
“Too bad!” Then he looked at the note and rose
quickly, upending the table. “Stay!” he said to Discus.
And he ran toward a cave-dormitory shouting “Captain,
captain! This here from Lieutenant Cory, Sir.” This one
was named “Sir” as well, Discus thought.
The captain stumbled out of his quarters looking a bit
rough. He read the note and called to Schultz to
interpret it.
“Good dog!” He said and gave Discus a nice
pat. “I may give you a note to take back. Meanwhile sit.
Here’s a nibble while we wait.”

But Billy hadn’t shown up. Something was wrong. The
minute the captain turned away, Discus ran back to the
place where he had left Billy. No one. But Billy’s scent
was there.
The dead tormentor was gone as well—the other one
who Billy said was “dead.” He followed both their
scents. At the exit point, far down that path, there was a
flowing stream. A fork in the path. And no more Billy’s
scent.
Discus whined under his breath as he retraced his steps.
The friendly Lieutenant, the one Billy called “Sir,”
seemed to be waiting for him at the entrance to his cave
dormitory. “Lost your friend, eh?” Sir said as he passed
Discus a chunk of dried jerky from his own stash.
“Maybe they took him away to help him feel better.”
Sir gave him a hug and unending rubs and pets. Until
the petting and his exhaustion lulled Discus to sleep.

So it came to pass that, while Discus waited for Billy,
searching the faces of all the passing soldiers, Sir
nourished him and, now and then, sent him after the
other guys’ carrier pigeons. Sir showed him how to
crawl in the mud and muck, moving slowly and only
leaping when a pigeon was within reach. Sir did a trick
with a horizontal lasso that gave Discus a lot of practice
grabbing some attached rags, in flight but
unpredictable.
Of course, Discus became a master and the Germans
were getting frustrated with the loss of their messages.
The Germans even took shots at Discus once they
realized that this hunt, this mere dog, was the reason for
their loss of messages. But he always came over the top
at a difference place. And he crawled absolutely flat
until he made a run for a pigeon. It seemed that he
never missed.
Private Josh, one of Billy’s neighbors and Billy’s
training companion, knew Billy’s fate but didn’t speak
of it to Discus. Often, he came around with hardtack
and other goodies. And they played together when Sir
was otherwise occupied and there was some quiet.
“Private, tell the logistics Sergeant that we need
more jerky. And dog food.”

The Lieutenant, “Sir” to Discus, was known for his
unusual requests as well as his clever tactics. The
Sergeant was not terribly surprised by the request.
“Hmm . . . dog food. The dog eats as good, no
even better than us. I hope he’s worth it.”
It was November and the Belgian weather was foul.
The mud changed to something worse when there was
blood mixed in. And there was plenty of that. Sir called
Discus a hero who had damped down the entire
German signaling infrastructure by stealing their
messages. Constantly.

During each break, usually at dusk, Discus returned to
the spot where Billy was killed. And sulked and
whimpered through the night. Once in a while, Josh
gave him a wash down which he desperately needed.
Then, as would inevitably be the case, in the evening
when Discus began a leap for a German messenger, a
shot rang out, and Discus was injured. He was also
exhausted. He sank into the muck and licked his wound
silently,and thought that this would be as good a place
as any to have a nap.
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As luck would have it, the Germans decided to make a
run toward the American position. They were over the
top in the dark, aiming for their former trenches and dugouts. Of course, the messages that Discus had captured
spoke of this plan, there at the north and also at the east
flanks of the American line.
Discus had picked just the most contentious plot of
ground. He knew that to dig in deep, to make a kind of
trench, was his best chance to remain unnoticed.
German boots trampled around him, as they rushed toward their enemy. Fewer when they ran back to their
own trenches. But Discus’s trench was bound to trap at
least one of the on-rushers.

Discus stood down, so to speak, and let his wounds heal.
Took to walking within a week and then played with
Herschel. Who was short enough to barely have to stoop,
to avoid the American snipers—though Discus sometimes bit his leg softly to make him stoop lower.
They became friends. Not like Billy. More like Sir. It
was during one of those games, where Discus chased a
tennis ball which unfortunately rolled into American territory, that Discus’ true talent came back to him.
The Americans used pigeons to carry messages as well.
And Discus seized one out of the air as he did in the old
days. And carried it—actually scooped it into his mouth
while sneaking back on his belly—and brought it to Herschel.

Discus could barely see the unshaven man but the unshaven man saw him. “Ehh,” he exclaimed. “Vas ist das
hier?” he said more quietly. The onrush and firing
around the both of them continued. Smothering Discus’
cough-like barks and cushioning the man’s muttering.

Herschel removed the tightly rolled message, read it, and
was ecstatic. “Herr Leutnant! Mein Herr!“ he shouted
and drew sniper fire for his troubles. He and Discus ran
to the Lieutenant who looked a bit like his old friend, Sir.
This Sir took the piece of paper attached to the pigeon’s
The man looked at Discus’s collar tag and said, “It’s ok, leg. Then Discus let the pigeon go on its way. The two
hunt, I can speak Americanish mit you since that’s where soldiers mulled over the paper as Discus stood by.
you may come from. I think I know who you are. The
Waiting for orders.\
smart one. The fast one. You’ve lost your master, ja?”
It was then that this new Sir kneeled to have a heart-toheart talk with him.
Discus whimpered in a grateful way.
“Now hunt, the Americaner have another hunt . . .” He
“Ja,” the man whispered. “I understand what it is to be
was trying to explain that Discus had done so well that
away from your own. I am Herschel. Herschel Goldstein. the Americans had trained a hawk that would protect
You will come eat with me, yes?”
their messenger pigeon from Discus. The hawk could fly
Of course, Discus had no idea that his new found friend to stop Discus from attacking the American messenger
might have killed Billy—would have, if he was able to. pigeon. Discus listened attentively, though he didn’t understand a word of it. But by the Lieutenant’s tone, he
He was a sniper, but not interested in killing this dog.
knew that he was commissioned to do something imUntil now Discus was just out for the bird catching fun. portant.
And the adoration and treats that followed.
Until it happened that the next time Discus launched
himself at an American carrier pigeon, he was attacked
and bloodied by a hawk. A bird he had never seen beBy now most of the firing had stopped. And the troops
fore.
on both sides were back in their respective trenches. Herschel grasped two of Discus’ uninjured paws and, prone, Because they were watching so intently, the Americans
had ceased firing. But when Herschel, who had been
pulled them him backwards in the mud and slime.
watching what transpired, crawled over the top to rescue
They were fortunate that Herschel still wore his helmet
his friend, they started firing at him.
and was recognized by a German comrade in arms. With
Discus now in his arms, Herschel slid down from the top Discus was astounded and, at first, lay unmoving on a
plot of mud. Without a pigeon or its message. Herschel
into the relative safety of the trench.
crawled to him and dragged him by his paws as he had
Herschel found a medic, a landsman of his, who gave
done the night he rescued him. “Come, Hunt, come. It
him alcohol to clean Discus’ wounds and gauze to wrap will be alright.”
them. Then Herschel fell back, exhausted. And they both
slept the sleep of weary warriors.
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Discus was astounded and, at first, lay unmoving on
a plot of mud. Without a pigeon or its message.
Herschel crawled to him and dragged him by his
paws as he had done the night he rescued him.
“Come, Hunt, come. It will be alright.”

flank. You don’t happen to be that ‘Great Interceptor’ we’ve been hearing about. Fearless, they say.
Though they also say he changed sides. Worked for
us, then for the Krauts? Is that you?”

The officer seemed friendly enough. Reminding Discus of his former master, Sir. He was immaculately
attired, despite the mud, clay, and blood flung all
The Americans had the advantage of surprise. Disabout. With boots to his knees and a red stripe up his
cus’s new-found friend never knew when they were bloomer-like pant legs. “If I’m gonna die, I damn
going to send off a pigeon escorted by the killer
well want to look the part!” he had once said, when
hawk. Although some assumptions were made, boil- asked about his penchant for the dress uniform. Even
ing launches down mostly to dawn and dusk—first
Discus was taken aback by the man’s stiff resolve.
and last light. And always north, toward the British The others called him “Captain Truman” as well as
forces.
Sir.
Thus began a contest between dog and hawk.

Herschel and Discus waited in the mud and blood.
“Gai!” Hershel would shout when he saw the birds
through his binocular. Discus seemed to do a count
before he began the chase. Then chased the pigeon
on its way east where he could easily pick it out of
the sky. Except for the intervention of the hawk.
That tore at Discus’s hair and skin, wounding him in
several places. Sometimes the hawk was successful
at driving Discus off. But often Discus would seize
the pigeon and carry it to Herschel’s waiting hands.
Until the Americans changed tactics. They had apparently trained and began using a hawk for messaging. Harder to seize and hold. The two, Discus and
the American hawk, fought viciously. Discus quickly
learned the trajectory of the hawk’s swoop. He
learned how to avoid the hawk’s beak and claws. He
learned how to ground the bird and detach the message from the its leg while avoiding more injury.
And Herschel, being a sniper and an excellent shot,
learned how to bring down the hawk—when it was
stationary in its fight with Discus—and so protect
Discus from further assault. This went on to the detriment of Discus’s handsome features, but his mortality was no longer threatened.

In fact, it was at that point that a noncom came up to
the officer shouting “Sir! Captain Truman! The enemy batteries are moving their horses!”
“Yes. I can see,” he answered as he peered once
again through his binoculars. “Give them a moment
to move their horses far enough away and they won’t
be able to move any more or recalibrate.”
event.”

“Yes, sir. But orders are to stand fast in any

“I know what the orders say, Sergeant. But I
just read a message from our handsome friend here
that gives us the first open fire.”
Of course, the message had been directed to those on
the northern flank.
Discus was still being held in the tight grasp of this
Captain Sir, not sure what to do next. He relaxed a
bit while Sir barked orders. Then Sir shouted “Fire!”
and all the large guns fired.
Discus buried his head in the captain’s armpit when
the terrible blasting occurred. This was worse than
incoming ordnance.
“Direct hit, sir!”

It was at such an attack-and-grab landing that Discus
“Good job! That’ll save a few lives, but I’ll
became disoriented. He ended up facing an artillery get the heat, all right.”
battery, probably 18-pounders, silent for the moment. Before he could re-orient himself, he was
“Captain Sir” loosened his grip on Discus when he
grabbed by a bespectacled captain.
brought up his binoculars again. In that instant, Discus had to make a decision—to stay with this “Sir”
“And who are you? What have you got there?” The or find his way back to his friend Herschel. He was
officer managed to tear the captured message away tired of giving up friends. And the awful noise of the
from Discus who had momentarily relaxed his
firing battery helped him make a decision.
mouth. “Ah hah! One of our messages to the north
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“Captain Sir” loosened his grip on Discus when he Yes, from time to time, in the night, Discus/Katsher
finds his way to where Billy had fallen. Though the trenches have been filled in and poppies now decorate
the land, Discus/Katsher knows the spot. And its lingering scent. And there he’ll lie down through the night.
brought up his binoculars again. In that instant, Discus had to make a decision—to stay with this “Sir” or
find his way back to his friend Herschel. He was tired of giving up friends. And the awful noise of the firing
battery helped him make a decision. He was off as the Captain Sir turned his attention elsewhere.
Discus used the dark of the night to crawl toward the German lines. He negotiated corpses and potholes
through the night. Careful to lay prone and remain as noiseless as possible.
He found himself back at the German lines but among strangers. He jumped into the trenches, then ran first
north, then south. When he finally heard “Hunt! Danken Gott in himl, du lebst!” Herschel swept Discus up,
risking life and limb as he stood. A bullet whizzed by at that moment and he fell with Discus in his arms.
No red holes this time. “I know, Americanishe dogle, I should not stand like that. But I am so excited.”

It was a bleak and grey November. There were fewer and fewer hawks coming from the Americans. And no
pigeons. The whistles and “übertrieben” (Over the top!) runs stopped. The big guns ceased firing.
Discus could not have understood why there were no more hawks or pigeons still flying. And no messages
to retrieve. But he was happy with Herschel who brought him sausage that he negotiated in trade with his
fellow soldiers every day. “But what an appetite you have!” one of them said.
“Finally, we are going home!” Herschel said. Joyfully.
And our war dog was a war dog no more but a pampered “hunt.” Herschel’s children were ecstatic over
their new-found pet. Who, they soon learned, could catch balls, plastic rings and, from time to time, other
birds who may have wandered into his sight. Life was full of joy, even when food was in short supply.

Yet, from time to time, Discus, renamed “Katsher” in Yiddish (the German Fänger sounded too
aggressive) in honor of his fortunate skill, wanders away.
Yes, from time to time, in the night, Discus/Katsher finds his way to where Billy had fallen. Though the
trenches have been filled in and poppies now decorate the land, Discus/Katsher knows the spot. And its lingering scent. And there he’ll lie down through the night.
Sometimes he’ll dream. In his dream, he whimper, the way a war dog will—for Billy lost and for the life he
once knew, for Mooresville, and for the days long gone.
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DRY CREEK BED
PHOTO BY TIM J. MYERS

HEART OF STONE
BY GREG FARNAM
Those stones are from the palace.
Those over there are from the prison.
They look the same but they’re not,
They were dug from the same quarry
And they look the same, but they’re not.
A scrap of paper
Tumbles and stops on the sidewalk outside
Commenting on the thought.
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POETS CORNER
The Chickadees
do not land in my palm because they trust me.
I am a phantom they barely notice. They sense my
body heat,
the blood coaxed through my thin veins like tree
sap, and they hear
my vibrations, the way Beethoven coped with going
deaf, stopping
long enough to bathe their tawny-colored tongues
with seed, crushed
seashells of safflower and thistle, feeding the
groaning earth.

The Mouth of a Tiger Lily

George Cassidy "Casey" Payne
Rochester, NY

Once drenched
by ferocious rains,
steeping in sealable,
blood orange petals
with dimples of pepper
corn spots on the skin,
in a milk pale vase, in
a country kitchen in the fall
drawn from the soil forever,
forced by the tamed winds
to grow prostrate, there is
a morbid hiddenness lurking inside
George Cassidy Payne
Rochester, NY
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Transformation

MUNDANE EXCITEMENT

By Ken Letko

By Ken Letko

accidently drop
my favorite coffee cup
but it doesn’t break

Justice become just
ice without the right
space and memory

an asparagus spear
pushes through the soil

is all the planets
rotating around
the sun

bring home
a new kitten

t when I take off
my glasses the evening
planets become stars

a skunk waddles
under the porch
bite through the skin
of a chilled grape

and an old dpg
feels the thunder
coming

brush varnish
on a new shelf
and watch it dry

this is why
when a raven
enjoys sunshine

A Few Rounds to Go
By Ken Letko

the child in a tantrum
clings to a painted pony
row row row
your boat
the golfer heads
into the playoffs
the patched up boxer
steps back into the ring
the wood splinter watches
the completed pile grow

Davey takes stock
at the Alamo
ninety nine bottles
of beer on the wall
an hour before
closing time
what goes around
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black becomes
purple

Feeling Well

Afternoon

By Marian Kaplun Shapiro

By Allen Strous

It is more than not feeling ill
It’s light on the leaves, it’s ice cream
It’s coffee, it’s red wine

Afternoon

loudly! A poem that pokes you – write!

We want to be day,
onward
not onward, here
the progress of the light,
the clock’s ticking.

You feel well! – remember that next time

There is such a thing as afternoon

It’s an interesting story, a Chopin
e’tude, a joke that makes you laugh

you’re to sick to get out of bed. Alas
that learning will not last –
it too will pass.

and I
look at some very 60’s houses,
thinking of life that looks like the advertising,
life that is the advertising,
beautiful, supposedly,
all to be seen,
thinking,
in the beautiful room
the daydream self is beautiful—
all the junk kids waste their allowances on, for this—
time wasted making the junk for a paycheck,
what doing
or what—
while I find I’ve gone on,
afternoon after
afternoon
the light on the walls
become the weight of the light on the walls,
the history of
still the light on the walls
past doing or saying,
finally, something,
some light of
my own afternoon.
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In Memoriam
By Allen Strous

such a little house, toy house,
in the toy village, patch of houses,
almost rural
but not that—
what has eased, moved on,
the nineteenth-century house
not that
moved on—
the later coating over the clapboard,
storm windows and doors—though of an old pattern, detachable pieces
some all-quiet earlier
moved on, moved off,
now a moving:
the one inefficient light and the black and white
Philco in the evening,
anti-night, as part of night—
yet night in that tumble,
an underneath of it
more black under the black and white,
stared at, black in the fury of the incandescence,
and how it holds the night against it in their fight
how this bubble floats in the night,
how night, then, is its element
how the other light that is God rounds the house,
the village days, and the
spastic light, broken narratives shot through the
night—
still, the village days and nights,
big pieces lying out there
simple lives, simple smiles,
not so aware
but not denying finally.
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TOWNS COUNTY GOP ART CONTEST
WINNERS

Middle School Winners - Naomi Molina, Christine Peacock and Owen Nolen
High School Winners - Samantha Matheson, Lilly Winn - First Place , Bazya Smith
Adult Category—Robin Sinay (winner,) Chad Simmemah and Vickey Floyd
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BARED EXPECTATIONS
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IN VERSE
BY
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